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theatre. Hedda Gabler, too, is a marriage tragedy;
again an example of one of those unhappy unions
between unsuited partners, which recur w4£fe-such
persistence all through Ibsen's work. But it differs
from the trio of dramas which was completed with The
Lady from the Sea, in so far as it is not directly a critic-
ism of marriage; nor is it concert" d with its better-
ment. Hedda Gabler is, in fact, ndt in any sense a
drama with a purpose ; it does not inculcate anything.
The parallel with the French drama is accentuated
by the fact that it is a society play, within the limits
prescribed for such plays by the French dramatists,
and that it is concerned with a mesalliance. The
comparison is instructive, if we will understand what
Ibsen's art stood for, in the theatre of his time. One
is above all struck by the much greater fullness and
richness of the web of human fates which Ibsen
unrolls for us. Here there are many and complicated
issues, and these are concerned, not like the first
plays with any ruthless hostility of society towards
those that offend against its social code, but essentially
with Hedda's conflict with herself. As always with
Ibsen, a very great deal of the drama is occupied
with what has happened before the curtain rises at
all. We know all about this modern young lady,
her childhood, her bringing up ; we see her dancing
her way through the social maze, until she has
exhausted all it has to give her; we are left in ignor-
ance of none of the motives which induce her, in her
ennui, to give her hand to an entirely unsuitable and
uncongenial suitor, the dry, pedantic scholar, Tesman.
Hedda Gabler enters into a marriage which should
never have been. And now, the honeymoon over,
she is brought face to face with the realities of the
life she has deliberately chosen. Hedda is an egoist,
again an egoist of the old Peer Gynt type; she has
sought to make the most of life by squeezing as much
enjoyment out of it as she can; she has always, like
Peer, gone round, never through, always evaded

